
Data sets are generated by automating Android emulators and mobile applications.

A controller translates a playbook into actions to be executed. During the execution

the network traffic is captured, the application's memory is dumped and relevant

artifacts such as messenger databases are acquired. The resulting files as well the

ground truth is then provided to the user.

Users interact with the web frontend to create playbooks and simulations (jobs). A

scheduler distributes jobs to workers, which run the actual simulation. Utilizing

workers allows to easily scale and effortlessly add new emulators with different

configurations. After a successful execution, the extracted data is uploaded to a file

server making it available via the web frontend.

ARCE (Automated Recording of Communication Emulations) is a framework to

automatically generate test data sets of mobile Instant Messenger Applications

(IMAs). Currently, it implements support for WhatsApp and Telegram for Android.

The main features of ARCE are:

▪ The automated creation of test data sets on a large scale

▪ An intuitive web UI without further requirements

▪ A collaborative approach

▪ Publicly available at https://github.com/fkie-cad/ARCE
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Playbooks define the workflow of a simulation. They

can be generated using the web UI or they can be

written manually. The usage of YAML provides human

readability so that playbooks can easily be altered and

extended by the user.

Playbooks specify information about:

▪ Recipients

▪ Messages and Media (Images, Audio)

▪ IMAs

▪ Time Offsets for delayed messages

Test data plays a vital role in digital forensics. Yet, publicly available data sets are

extremely rare. Generating data sets on a large scale is very cumbersome, especially

with IMAs, as they require registrations and user interactions which are hard to

automate.

ARCE is a framework designed to solve these issues by allowing the user to generate

large amounts of reproduceable test data with a few simple steps.

FUTURE WORK

▪ Support for more (non-)messenger applications

▪ Decrypted and plain PCAP as well as TLS key extraction

▪ Different OS and application versions

▪ iOS integration

▪ Simulations on physical devices
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